
 BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SOLUTIONS
 Balancing Function with Comfort



At Spec, We’ve Been Leaders  
in Behavioral Health for More 
Than Two Decades
We’ve furnished countless facilities—supervised,  
semi-supervised, unsupervised areas—with designs  
that have care at their core and warmth in their style. 

At Spec, we view behavioral health as a continuum of 
care. In collaboration with designers, facility managers, 
and caregivers, we have developed—and continue  
to develop—our robust Behavioral Health collection to 
respond to the needs of patients within these spaces, 
and in more generalized health and wellness facilities.

We consult with facility managers and caregivers to  
draw on their expertise, combining it with our own  
to create environments that are durable, inviting, 
customizable, and, above all, safe.

Dignity2 Upholstery: Momentum, Canter, Lucid; Arm Cap: Sterling Gray; Frame: Silver.
Dignity2 Bariatric Upholstery: Momentum, Canter, Earth; Arm Cap: Sterling Gray; Frame: Silver.
Drum HD Top: Corian, Cameo White; Side: Wilsonart, 7937-38 River Cherry.
Snowball 2 HD Upholstery: Momentum, Canter, Earth; Frame: Silver.

Apricus (Front Cover) Upholstery: CF Stinson, Shimmy, Anise; Frame: RAL 7043.



Soothing and Secure
Don’t be fooled by the residential feel—Dignity  
and Dignity2 are soft-seating solutions designed 
specifically for behavioral health applications.

Versatile Design
Freestanding or connected, both Dignity and 
Dignity2 can be configured in multiple ways  
to accommodate individual and group needs.

Considered Care
For easy cleaning, choose laminate on the  
inner arm panels to maintain a gap between  
the panels and the seat, or choose upholstery  
to reduce the gap. 

Optional KYDEX® arm  
caps on Dignity2 are a  
durable, pick-proof solution 
that withstands harsh  
cleaning products.

An optional wall-saving frame is 
available on Dignity2 designs. 

One-piece polyurethane  
arms on Dignity chairs provide 
a softer, residential look. 
Available in black, sterling  
gray, or taupe.

Specify a steel plate on the 
underside to eliminate pass- 
throughs. The steel plate comes 
standard with small perforations 
to avoid trapping fluids.

SUPERVISED & SEMI-SUPERVISED SETTINGS
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Dignity2 (Single Seat Is Shown with Extended Side Panels) Upholstery: Momentum, Row, Oasis; Side Panel: Wilsonart, 7960K-18 Studio Teak; Arm Cap: Sterling Gray; Frame: RAL 7038.
Drum HD Top: Corian, Savannah; Side: Wilsonart, 7960K-18 Studio Teak.

Dignity Upholstery (Blue): Momentum, Epic, Azure; Upholstery (Beige): Momentum, Silica Leather, Almond; Frame: Taupe.
Dignity2 Upholstery: Momentum, Silica Leather, Almond; Arm Cap: Taupe; Frame: Silver. 
Oval HD Top and Side: Wilsonart, 7938-38 New Age Oak.

SUPERVISED & SEMI-SUPERVISED SETTINGS

Sturdy, Safe, and Durable
Engineered to last, the entire Dignity series features springless 
seats and weighted construction to ensure comfort and 
security, while the contoured design eliminates sharp edges  
for a safer, more welcoming space plan. Heavy-duty tables  
can be specified with additional weight or solid-surface tops.



Available with a panel that extends to  
the floor for reduced pass-throughs,  
the flat metal base can also come in  
any Spectone color.

The standard side panel on Apricus 
features a curved metal base that comes  
in any of our standard 76 Spectone colors.

SUPERVISED & SEMI-SUPERVISED SETTINGS

Apricus Upholstery: CF Stinson, Bijou, Citrine; Foot and Seat Pan: RAL 5024. 

SUPERVISED & SEMI-SUPERVISED SETTINGS

Heavy-Duty Strength
Apricus offers an unequivocally strong build, achieved  
by applying the invaluable insights we’ve gained from the 
success of our award-winning Dignity chair into a new design. 
Enhancements include a reinforced connection between  
the seat and back as well as pick-proof KYDEX® arms.

Apricus Upholstery: CF Stinson, Lorelai - MB Melon; Foot and Seat Pan: RAL 7043. 
Drum HD Top and Side: Wilsonart, 7960K-18 Studio Teak.

Toughness, Reinvented
The perfect harmony of style and resilience, the lightweight 
design of Apricus is cleverly crafted to exceed expectations  
in Behavioral Health settings. The slimmed down scale feels 
homelike, and offers room for personalization in the fabric 
selection and metal color accent, without compromising on 
durability. Incorporating a lounge-style seating posture, Apricus 
ensures comfort, safety and style for a diverse range of users.

Maximized Product Longevity
A simplified approach to field-replaceable 
components enhances each chair’s 
longevity and reduces downtime.

KYDEX® arm caps are extremely durable. 
The thin profile is elegant and complements 
the sophisticated look of Apricus. Available 
in black or sterling gray.



Tailor the Look
The welcoming look of Tailor HD Collection creates stunning 
spaces while addressing the requirements of behavioral health 
environments. Tailor HD Roto is available with one, two, or three 
seats—as well as a bariatric model—and comes standard with a 
wall-saving frame.

Heavy Duty and Lightweight
Tailor HD Sled’s streamlined design sleekly incorporates added-weight, fully  
welded frames and tamper-resistant fasteners. By strategically selecting  
safety features, we can ensure reliability while maintaining exceptional value  
and design continuity throughout your behavioral health facility.

SUPERVISED & SEMI-SUPERVISED SETTINGS SUPERVISED & SEMI-SUPERVISED SETTINGS

Tailor HD Roto Upholstery (Blue): Morbern, Vitality, Hot Spring; Upholstery (Yellow): Morbern, Vitality, Blonde; Foot: RAL 7037; Frame: RAL 7037. 
Drum HD Top: Corian, Blue Spice; Side: Wilsonart, 7949K-18 Asian Night.

A standard steel plate 
eliminates all pass-throughs. 
Small perforations between  
the seat and back avoid 
trapping fluids.

The durable, rotationally 
molded polyethylene foot is 
tamper-proof and waterproof—
plus, it’s tough enough to resist 
harsh cleaning solutions.

Arm panels extend fully to the 
floor to address ligature 
concerns while ensuring a 
wall-saving design.

A unique, optional insert 
further prevents pass-throughs 
by closing the gap between the 
underside of seat and floor.

The sled base, which comes standard  
in a non-wall-saving frame, provides 
increased stability and ensures no 
protruding legs or hardware.

The underside is covered with a fully 
welded bottom plate, closing off 
access to hardware and removing  
the ability to hide contraband.

Single-sewn seat-and-back  
upholstery removes pass-throughs  
and concealment areas.

Tailor HD Sled: Upholstery (Brown): Momentum, Vanguard CV, Cave; Upholstery (Beige): Momentum, Whit EPU, Platinum; Frame: RAL 7036.
Drum HD Top and Side: Wilsonart, 7949K-18 Asian Night.



SUPERVISED & SEMI-SUPERVISED SETTINGS

Hardi Stacker Finish: Fog Gray.
Hardi Endurance X-Base and Endurance Cylinder Base Tables Finish: RAL 5014.
Hardi Rocker Finish: RAL 7037 and RAL 7044.
Hardi Endurance 4-Shelf Wall Mount Unit Finish: RAL 7044.

Hardi Dining without arms is available in   
a child-friendly size with seats standard  
at 15" high. 

Shallow hand grips make Hardi designs 
difficult to pick up yet easy to adjust 
while seated.

Nylon glides are optional. Hardi designs 
specified with glides can be fastened to  
the floor or ganged together.

Style for Challenging Spaces
Hardi’s award-winning design offers the highest level of  
safety. A durable polyethylene construction makes chairs  
and tables extremely robust and a breeze to maintain. Hardi’s  
elegant contour creates a welcoming environment for patients 
and caregivers while reducing ligature and safety concerns.

Thoughtful, Safe Designs
Considerate patient room designs include choosing products that are not 
only safe but comfortable as well. Our seating, bed, casegoods, and table 
designs feature soft, rounded edges, making them a welcome choice  
for unsupervised areas. Select Hardi products can be floor-mounted or 
wall-mounted to prevent movement.

UNSUPERVISED SETTINGS

An optional tamper-resistant, seam-sealed foam 
mattress can also come with a built-in pillow.

Hardi Club Finish: RAL 5014.
Hardi Endurance Wall Mount Desk and Endurance Open Chest Unit Finish: RAL 7044.

The one-piece construction 
prevents concealment. 

Most Hardi designs can be weighted  
on site with sand. A spun-in cap on the 
underside closes the opening, secured 
with tamper-proof fasteners.
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Spec’s most popular 
healthcare products have 
been adapted to meet the 
needs of supervised and 
semi-supervised behavioral 
health environments. The 
Heavy Duty line, denoted  
by the “HD” marker, boasts 
enhanced durability while 
seamlessly integrating with 
our standard healthcare 
furniture collection. 

Each product is engineered 
with core safety features, 
including scalable weight 
additions tailored to client 
requirements, sled and 
H-base frames to eliminate 
protruding hardware risks, 
and tamper-resistant 
fasteners. With Spec’s 
specialized Heavy Duty 
series, you can prioritize 
durability and design 
continuity without ever 
compromising on the 
wellbeing of patients  
and staff.

SUPERVISED & SEMI-SUPERVISED SETTINGS

Snowball 2 HD Upholstery (Blue): Morbern, Vitality, Hot Spring; Upholstery (Green): Morbern, Vitality, Willow; Frame: Silver.
Trumpet HD Top: Wilsonart, 7937-38 River Cherry; Edge: 2MM River Cherry; Base: Silver.

Calvin HD Seat Upholstery: CF Stinson, Sentry-HC, Patrol; Back Upholstery: CF Stinson, Sentry-HC, Aura; Arm: Sterling Gray; Frame and 
Side Rail: Silver.
Drum HD Top and Side: Wilsonart, D92-60 Dove Grey.

Several designs feature optional weighting 
to reduce ease of movement.

Tamper-proof fasteners are standard on  
all designs.

Seats feature springless construction. Customized solutions are available.

Nickel-plated glides are secured  
with Loctite®.

Zippers are secured and pulls  
are removed. 

Separate seats and backs are available  
on most models.

All metal connection points are  
fully welded.

Optional floor-mounting straps  
are available.

The Beauty Is in the Details
Smooth edges, tamper-proof fasteners, and optional added weight are integrated 
into a spectrum of attractive designs that cater to the different needs and styles of 
these environments, all accompanied by a lifetime structural warranty. All of our 
seating designs have been dynamic load tested to at least 500 lbs. Our other 
standard design considerations can be seen here.

STANDARD FURNITURE FEATURES

Adapted for Heavy Duty Use



Nightingale Awards® and Best of NeoCon® winner
1000 Series HD 2000 Series HD

Midway HD

Snowball 2 HD Hardi Seating

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH STATEMENT OF LINE

Tailor HD Roto Tailor HD Sled Apricus Dignity Dignity2

Calvin HD Companion HDCooper Dwight HD

Nightingale Awards® winnerNightingale Awards® winner Nightingale Awards® winner
Hardi Tables

Hardi Other

Hardi Desks

Heavy Duty Tables

Heavy Duty Tables (Cont’d) Heavy Duty OtherHardi Seating (Cont’d)

Best of NeoCon® winner

1014HD 2201CHD

3201UHD
Highback and 
bariatric available

1891HD
With arms available

Dining
With arms available

Lounge
With arms available

Children’s Club

Bed

9101MHD
Two seat, three seat, and
bariatric available

9101MHD
Two seat, three seat, and
bariatric available

8101HD
Bariatric available

4201MHD
Armless, highback,  
and bariatric available

6101MHD
Armless available

4501M
Two seat, three seat, 
bariatric, and connected 
layouts available

4601M
Two seat, three seat, 
bariatric, and connected 
layouts available

StoolRocker

Endurance 
Cylinder-Base Table

Endurance 
X-Base Table

4701MHD
Two seat, three seat, and
bariatric available 

Endurance
Desk, Floor Mount

Endurance 
Desk, Wall Mount

Endurance 
ADA Desk, Wall Mount

Bedside Table Endurance  
Open Chest

Endurance  
Shelf
Four shelf available

Cube HD Drum HD Oval HD Traffic Dining

Dignity tables Disc HD Trumpet HD Bedside Cabinet HD



Make It Your Own
Spec has been developing solutions for behavioral health facilities throughout North America for  
over 25 years. We recognize the unique challenges that behavioral health facilities present to both 
caregivers and the design community. 

Our offering doesn’t stop here—each product family offers a breadth of configurations and  
options to suit your unique requirements. Contact us today to discuss how Spec can help tailor  
a solution to meet your specific requirements.

Polyurethane Arm and Arm Cap Finishes
Choose from three standard colors.

Hardi Stacker Finishes
Choose from a colorful palette of finish options for Hardi Stacker. 

Wood Arm Cap Finishes
Wood arm caps are available in nine standard stains. Stain-to-match 
is available for no extra charge.

Laminates
Select from our 15 standard laminates, or choose from any 
standard Wilsonart, Nevamar, Formica, Arborite, or Pionite 
laminates for no extra charge.

Sterling GrayTaupe Black

Black

Hardi Finishes (Excluding Stacker)
Create a welcoming environment with Hardi by choosing from six 
soothing colors that match our Spectone RAL offering.

5014 6021 7006 7015 7037 7044

Tel: 416 246 5550
Fax: 416 246 5549

Toll Free: 1 888 761 7732
specit@specfurniture.com

specfurniture.com

Spec Furniture® is a registered trademark of Spec Furniture Inc. Spec is proud of the contribution of our design team and our employees.

Product Designers: Apricus, Dignity series, and Hardi series by Mike Shields; Hardi Endurance and Stacker by Cortech USA; Calvin HD by Stefan Robertson;  
Tailor HD Roto and Tailor HD Sled by Achella Design and Spec Furniture.

Blue Gray Buff Fog Gray Slate BluePlum Teal

New Age 
Oak

River  
Cherry

Asian  
NightCafelle

Empire
Mahogany

Fusion
Maple

Wild  
Cherry

Studio
Teak

Walnut
Heights

Metal Finishes
Frames can be finished in 76 Spectone colors from our line of 
power epoxy coatings, including five textured finishes.
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